
LOOK AT ME NOW!

Inspiring Stories from young people, staff and 
volunteers recalling their experiences and achievements to 
celebrate fifteen years of Chilypep’s empowerment work



THIS BOOKLET CELEBRATES 
THE ACTIVITIES AND 

ACHIEVEMENTS OF YOUNG 
PEOPLE, VOLUNTEERS AND 

STAFF WHO HAVE BEEN 
INVOLVED IN CHILYPEP 
OVER THE LAST FIFTEEN 

YEARS 



Capturing their accounts of their time with Chilypep has been a wonderful boost to all of us trying to    keep the 
organisation afloat in challenging times, reminding us of the true value of our work for the individual young people 
who engaged with the organisation. 

We are often asked “What is the impact of your work?” and this is sometimes hard to evidence, as it’s only years 
later that we and the young people can see how they have benefited. We hope these stories will show how 
Chilypep has made a real difference to the lives of the people we had the privilege of working with. 

“It is vital to give young people a voice, 
particularly because younger people vote 
in fewer numbers and have not seen their 

interests protected. Chilypep’s whole raison 
d’être, whole reason for existing, is to give 

young people a voice, and to explain that they 
are not powerless if they work together.”

The Rt Hon. Lord Blunkett, of Brightside & Hillsborough Chilypep patron

LESLEY POLLARD
Managing Director since 2001

As we approach our ten year independence 
anniversary, (fifteen years since the project began!) 
we have been amazed at the number of young 
people and ex staff who have stayed in touch with 
us and often contacted us to tell us what they 
are doing now. We realised that the real impact 
of our work lies in their stories and recollections 
that they hold, how they now recognise what their 
involvement meant to them, and how it has helped 
to shape their lives and achievements.

Thank you

to all the young people, volunteers and staff who have made this booklet possible, you continue to inspire 
us to keep going!



LOOK
AT

ME
NOW:

Robel
Robel arrived in London in 2002 aged 11 as a refugee with his mother and younger sister, after his father 
had been taken as a political prisoner. He has never seen or heard from him since. He lived in London 
for a few months, then in Glasgow for over 2 years, arriving in Sheffield in the summer of 2005. 

He joined Chilypep as a member of the Youth Opportunity Grant Panel and later became one of the 
founding members of Sheffield Youth Council. 

He went on to attend Leicester University where he gained a First Class BSc Honours Degree in 
Computing with Management. During that time he Co-founded ‘Enlighten Eritrea’ which he continues to 
Chair, supporting young Eritreans across the United Kingdom through tutoring and mentorship. He also 
set up a book donation program, which collected 10,000+ university books across three universities 
for young Eritreans, then raised funding and organised the delivery of these books to Eritrea, coaxing 
airlines to donate space for free.

In 2012 he was selected as one of the 100 most budding entrepreneurs in the UK

He tells us of his experience with Chilypep and how it influenced him and his friends….. 

What did you do with us?

I would like to speak on behalf of my friends and I, who have massively benefited from Chilypep’s support 
through our teenage years. 

Funded by the Youth Opportunity and Capital Fund that was run by Chilypep, I set up the Youth Music 
Association project, later known as Youths 4 Youths. A project set up by young black individuals who were 
keen on fighting against gun and knife crime using music and art as a tool to help other young people to get 
off the streets, by doing something that is creative, positive, and fun. 

I joined the YOF grant panel and took part in setting up the Sheffield Youth Council. I also joined the  British 
Youth Council to represent Sheffield.



What are you best memories?

My best memories are a sequence of funding. When we got our first ever funding, which initially helped only 
five of us to start recording music, it was wow! Then with our second funding we got more people involved to 
do the same, but with our third funding we expanded our scope to include Art, which was great!!! Because we 
got people working together from different ends of the spectrum. 

Whether it was expressing feelings through words or drawings, every time we got funding it was like a dream 
come true for us people who had no spare money to invest in our passions. 

Over the five years, we have built many great memories with Chilypep. However, I think collectively as a team 
our favourite one is when Chilypep held a celebratory event in Megacentre in Hyde Park. An event that gave 
the young people associated with Chilypep the opportunity to showcase their youth group achievements. 
It was inspiring to see and meet so many young people who had the vision and determination to make a 
distinctive difference in Sheffield. 

I was also the face of the Youth Council advertising campaign, challenging the negative stereotype of young 
black men and showing how we do make a contribution!

What did you get out of being involved with us?

The question you should be asking us is what did you not get out of being involved with Chilypep? Since that 
will be much easier to list than the former, however, I will keep try my best to keep it short.

• We met creative artists, music and art enthusiasts, and people from so many different cultures with 
different tastes, perspectives and beliefs, whom we have learnt so much from.

• We have gained the skills required to manage small organisations, funding, finance tracking, dealing with 
stakeholders, time management, communication, and many more. Skills that now help us in overcoming 
ad-hoc tasks in our daily jobs.

• Not only did Chilypep gave us the opportunity and support we needed to express ourselves through 
the music and art channels, but also showed us that anything is possible. Since, once upon a time, the 
project was only an idea and 5 years later it had helped many young people out of potential trouble and 
into the booth to do something that was right.

• I had the opportunity to do something I loved doing, which was to make music. Also, I had the chance to 
meet and work with creative people who were at least as passionate about music and art as me. I also 
learnt a lot of skills that help me in a day to day basis, such as managing funds, dealing with stakeholders 
and learning to communicate with people from different backgrounds. Although, best of all, I was given 
the chance and the responsibility to take part in making a difference in people’s lives, which was the most 
rewarding of it all.

What are you doing now?

After getting my degree I travelled for a while and I am now working in Tesco’s Head Office in Hertfordshire 
as a Technology Manager for Payment Systems, mainly looking after all the Tesco payment systems that take 
online payment.

I still run Enlighten Eritrea, and In 2011 I won the Enterprise Inc. Leicester Award for setting up Astro Cleaning 
& Taxi Renting Services Ltd. Investing in transport vehicles and leasing them out, it offers training and 
employment for unskilled Eritreans, who find it difficult to find jobs elsewhere.

Of the others in our original music group, two have graduated from Universities with a 1st in their degrees and 
are both holding competitive positions in global companies in London, one has become a Computer Aided 
Design engineer working full time and completing a degree simultaneously, and others are working, studying 
or doing both, which is great!!!!



Robel Yemane
Represented Sheffield Youth Council
Student rep for his Sixth Form College
Volunteer fundraiser for the Young Music Association
There is an unfair portrayal of young people in the media with over 75% of stories being negative.  
A group of young people have now got together to challenge this view, go to the Sheffield Youth Council website
www.sheffyc.org.uk to read all about the positive things young people are achieving in Sheffield.

...Just get to know me
This work has been carried out by the Children and Young People’s Empowerment Project in partnership with Sheffield Futures 
and has been commissioned by Sheffield City Council on behalf of the Sheffield 0-19+ Partnership.
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Did Chilypep help you to become who you are today?

Definitely! Without Chilypep’s help I would have not been in a place I am proud of, like I am today! Thank you 
Chilypep!

I just want to take this time to thank you for all of the support you personally have given me and the team 
throughout the years. I have come to acknowledge that Chilypep’s support has really paved the way for the 
young people at YMA. The skills we have gained within the project has helped us tremendously in life. Four 
have finished University, two of are in good jobs, and one is currently in a University placement. Plus many 
more positive stories that I have missed during my time at university.

I understand we were really hard work at times, so many thanks to you and your team for keeping on with us. 
I should have shown my gratitude a long time ago, but time just seems to fly by real fast now a days. 

Many thanks,

ROBEL

WITHOUT CHILYPEP’S HELP 

I WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN IN 

A PLACE I AM PROUD OF“
“
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Rowan Gill

What did you do with us?

I first began my journey with Chilypep when I was twelve and my mum had discovered the Youth Opportunity 
Fund (YOF) and Youth Capital Fund (YCF) and thought that it would be a fun thing for me and my friends to apply 
for to create a comic. After the duration of this funding I was contacted by Chilypep and asked if me and one of 
my friends wanted to join the judging panel. This led to a very fun six years of learning how to fairly judge and 
assess many different applications and granting funding to young people all over Sheffield. Towards the end of 
my time with Chilypep I was involved in the formation of the Sheffield Youth Council and its implementation into 
the way the Sheffield council interacts with young people.

What are your best memories?

My best memories were going on the training residentials with the other members of the judging panel, they were 
some of the best trips I’ve ever been on and helped me get to know everyone else in the group. And of course 
having our weekly Wednesday meeting was such an ingrained part of my weekly routine it was hard to break out 
of when my education started to take up more of my time! Although I can’t deny I was a little disappointed when 
we decided to go healthier on the food!!

What did you get out of being involved with us?

The first thing I felt was a sense of acceptance, I used to have quite long hair and acne which didn’t always gain 
the best reactions from other people (I have since recovered from both of these!). But everyone at Chilypep was 
so nice and accepting that I never felt out of place whilst I was with them. It also let me build my confidence 
skills, we started going to more and more public events and public speaking became common practice and was 
something I could never do before. The fact that I had done volunteer work for Chilypep for 6 years was also 
a massive boon for my CV and is something that is invaluable when trying to get a job anywhere as it is a very 
valued skill to have.

What are you doing now? - did your time with Chilypep help you to become who you are today?

I graduated this year with a degree in Geological Sciences and I am currently working at Lloyds bank to earn 
money to do a masters in GIS technology in the coming year. After that I intend to teach English in Japan for a 
year and then start my career. Chilypep definitely helped me grow into a more confident person, and that made 
making friends at university a lot easier. I think it had the biggest impact on me personally out of everything I 
have done to this point, six years will have that effect on you! It is something I loved doing and would definitely 
encourage as many people as possible to get involved as you will gain so many friends and skills, and it is a 
very rewarding use of time.



Belinda 
Last year of 
Right Here 
Project

As we enter the last year of the Right Here Project I reflect upon the 
experiences I have had throughout my time as an active volunteer, 
for both STAMP and for Chilypep.
I have been part of the Right Here Project since November 2010 when I joined the participation panel, 
STAMP, after seeing a stall at my university’s volunteering fair. My motivations for joining this group stem from 
first and second hand experiences of mental illness, which inspired me to take action and contribute to an 
overshadowed cause.

I often wonder what my life would be like without STAMP, for so many positive things have come out of it. 
There are always dozens of opportunities to promote the voice of young people regarding mental health, there 
are always things to do within Right Here itself, and there is a brilliant network of volunteers which enrich the 
whole experience. Not to mention the incredible workers who make everything possible.

Through STAMP and the Right Here Project I have unearthed a new career goal and life ambition. I dream 
of the day where I work for a mental health organisation, championing the rights of those afflicted with such 
illnesses, educating on national, regional and local levels to improve the landscape in which we live.

Participation is important and, to put it into business terms, customer driven service innovation is central to 
the provision of effective services, whatever they may be. It is of utmost importance that each city has an 
accessible, youth friendly mental health service that meets standards set out by its potential service users.

This is an exciting time to live in for mental health. More and more people are coming out of the closet about 
their personal experiences of illness, cracking away at the wall of stigma that poses as a barrier to so many 
individuals. It is important that we take this opportunity to influence the right people in government through 
campaigns, evidence and lobbying to get mental health on people’s agendas. To take heed of the voices of the 
individuals in order to support them through the darker days so they can reach their full potential.

This is a period of change that we are living in right now. When my days on this earth are all but spent I want 
to be able to look back on the work I’ve done with Right Here (and whoever else I end up working with!) and 
feel that I have contributed a few pieces in what will hopefully be a wondrous jigsaw puzzle.
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Charlotte Kershaw

If my life were a book I would title it  ‘Dedication will strive to success’
My name is Charlotte Kershaw, I am 17 years old and I am a young carer. I care for my mum who suffers with 
Bi-Polar depression and I am a member of Voice of Young Carers Explained (VOYCE). My caring role can have 
both positive and negative effects. Positive effects are that you are able to learn new skills every day and you 
can feel good in yourself as you are doing something good.  However negative effects of caring are that it can 
be hard work and tiring and there can be barriers along the way. If my life were a book through the VOYCE 
participation group I would title my book ‘An insight to the family life’.

Chilypep and VOYCE are projects to make voices of young people heard and I think I’ve made an impact for 
young carers by being part of the group and an original member. I am part of the project VOYCE and have 
been since it was set up back in 2010. I’ve been part of the VOYCE participation group for five years and 
I’ve been involved in everything. Throughout my journey with Chilypep there has been both good and bad 
times. Being part of Chilypep has built my self-esteem and confidence in life. Many years ago if you told me 
to stand up in front of a huge audience alone, no chance! But, look at me now, I’m able to do that through my 
involvement with Chilypep and VOYCE.

Chilypep have offered me useful advice throughout my life on many occasions. I have met many new friends 
along my journey who most of them are guaranteed to be friends for life, without my friends beside me over 
the past few years, I don’t know what I’d do.

I have many memories from the project such as the trip to Alton Towers, London Dungeons, and a tour of 
Parliament, receiving ASDAN certificates, last year’s Chilypep fundraising event, my week of work experience 
and a chance to work on changing the law for young carers and meeting new people! I have many more 
great memories through Chilypep. My favorite place I ever went to with the VOYCE participation group is the 
residential at High Ash farm and the Chilypep fundraising party. 

I am most proud of my work certificates that I have achieved. I have done many training events such as train 
the trainer training, young commissioner training, interview training also creative consultation and campaign 
training.



I have currently just started college doing 4 A Levels after completing my GCSE’s which is a massive step 
towards my future. 

I just want to say a huge Thank You to everyone, the staff, the project itself, and my amazing friends and family. 
You have all been there for me which has enabled me to build my confidence and you have all helped make 
me who I am today! I love you all, thank you!

Chilypep has also provided me the opportunity to take part in many additional fun experiences...

‘Tour of parliament’ ‘London Dungeons’ ‘Wortley Hall residential’ ‘High Ash farm residential’ ‘Alton Towers’ 
‘young carers festival in Southampton’ ‘going on a plane’ ‘Go Ape’ ‘ice skating’ ‘Chilypep fundraising event’ 
‘meals out’ ‘activities’ ‘picnics in the park” 

My 
name is 
Jimmy 
Collins. 



I first began volunteering for Chilypep at the age of 19.  I first began volunteering on Monday and Friday 
evenings within the Youth club. The experience within the youth club was fantastic for me. I was currently in 
College at Parson Cross College studying Sports and Exercise Science so I needed somewhere were I could 
volunteer. Chilypep at the time was an organisation that at just started at Remington Community Centre. 
Lesley Pollard came up to me at the Centre and asked if I would be interested in being a volunteer with the 
organisation she explained the benefits to me and I jumped on board with the organisation as a volunteer.

Within the next few months I was volunteering with Chilypep within Remington Community centre and Colley 
youth club. At this time I was helping young people within the centers as a youth leader. Chilypep helped me 
get my Youth Leaders Award Level 1 and 2.  I used these to great uses within the centres I was volunteering. 

These experiences within the community centre, youth clubs, community trips, weeks away with the young 
people really helped me as an individual. I was from Parson Cross and had no real drive in life , no goals in 
life. Chilypep helped me with this and really guided me to better myself not only as an individual but as also to 
be able to work within a team and how to create a really positive environment around young people and team 
members. This is what is so great about this organisation, very positive and great way how to learn how to 
become a leader, role model for young people in the area. I was always looked up to my young people in the 
areas with being from that area.

At the time I was volunteering at Chilypep. I was in college studying sports and exercise and also coaching 
and managing a junior football team for young people in the area of Parson Cross. The team was Colley Boys 
and Colley Girls Junior Football Club. The teams became very good and competing in the Local Junior Sunday 
leagues.  The experience I gained within four years of this was vital for what I did in the next chapter of my 
life. Chilypep was vital to me and how went through college and how I presented myself in certain situations.

Within three years of volunteering with Chilypep the experiences I gained were astonishing and were very 
vital to me as an individual and what I was going to do with the rest of my life. They helped me set goals and 
ambitions and one of them was to finish my degree and go to university. But my biggest dream was to travel 
and coach in the United States of America. 

I finishing my main goal and completed a degree in sports coaching. While I was in college within my first 
year I was offered an opportunity to coach in the USA as a summer coach in Chicago, I took that opportunity 
with the next few years I continued to work summer camps in the USA which helped me go through college. 

Within the next few years I came back to Chilypep and became a worker and helped with the area and 
buildings and helping find sites for new recreational sites and help but things together for bids. I was there a 
very short time but again this really helped me gain vast experience. I was offered a year round job in the USA 
as a soccer coach in Indiana. I became director of operations at the age of 22, then director of coaching with 
a local soccer club, Batesville Travel. This was a fantastic opportunity for myself and I took it. Since then I 
have worked in 40 states in the USA. Been travel director at four clubs. Director of travel at a club in California.

I am now the current technical director of soccer at a club in Philadelphia and living full time in Philadelphia. I 
love every moment of this and would not swap this for anything.

I currently have completed my UEFA C coaching badge which is now FA Level 3 and also my USSF Level C 
badge. My next goal in life is to complete my professional coaching badge and become a college coach in the 
USA. I am also the local High Varsity assistant coach and breaking records in every game we play.

Chilypep was vital for me in what I have become. I couldn’t thank them enough as an organisation. 
Congratulations on a tenth year anniversary and good luck in the future. It shows if you set yourself goals and 
ambitions in life at a very young age and throughout your life you can become successful if you work hard for 
those things to become true.

Thanks Chilypep

JIMMY COLLINS



LOOK AT ME NOW:
Lucinda Steele
So way back in 2003 some of my friends started talking about this new group they were attending and how good 
it was. So me being nosey decided I would go along to see what all the fuss was about and that’s when it all 
started. When I say ‘that’s where it all started’ I mean the projects, training courses and so many fun memories 
to look back on. 

So to begin with the group my friends were talking about was a huge research project they were planning for 
North Sheffield to find out the issues young people faced within the area. Once the questionnaires were ready we 
had the task of finding young people’s ‘hang out’ places and visiting them to get them involved. These weren’t 
just easy places to visit like other youth groups, this was out on the streets visiting parks and encouraging the 
young people who probably wouldn’t attend a youth group to get involved. Once we had enough questionnaires 
we had the task of collating all the data and some of the answers where quite surprising not just for me but 
for other people involved in the project. This is when we decided something needed to be done and held a 
conference at Chaucer School to over 200 people and presented the results so that other people within North 
Sheffield knew what issues young people were facing and what facilities young people thought were missing 
from the area. Taking part in the conference was one of the most terrifying experiences I have had but it was also 
one of the best experiences I have had. Not only did it boost my confidence it showed me that adults are willing 
to listen to young people and take on board what they say. 

So after that terrifying experience we (the young people involved in the research project) decided we didn’t want 
it to end there and decided to set up a youth group NSYF (North Sheffield Youth Forum). NSYF taught me to be 
organised, work as a team and learn to take a lead when needed. As you’ll probably have guessed these have 
been some of the most useful tools to have gained as I probably now use them on a daily basis. I used them for 
college, university, getting a job, at work and just generally in everyday life. 

So whilst being a part of NSYF I was involved in a training the trainers course, peer mentoring project and 
creating the Area Wide Youth Parliament. The AWYP was also another huge project, firstly we had to decide as 
a group what it actually was going to be, how we wanted it to work, and what we wanted to get out of it. Once 
we had spent several meetings figuring out all the details it was the time to visit the town hall and present our 
idea to the ‘big guys’, the people we wanted the funding off. Thankfully they were very impressed with the plan 
and how well thought out it had been, that’s when the AWYP was created. This brought together pupils from 
3 secondary schools in North Sheffield and youth groups from across North Sheffield. One of the main issues 
raised from the AWYP was bullying amongst young people. So off we went writing, producing and performing 
in an Anti-Bullying film. The film was then shown to other young people to raise awareness about bullying and 
how it can affect people.



Also from being involved in NSYF I was lucky enough to be able to be involved in other projects such as YOF, 
a project commissioned by the Sheffield council to run a Youth Opportunities Fund grant panel. Basically this 
came about because of another project I was involved in (Ker-Ching!, yes I have been involved in A LOT of 
projects!) which was a grant programme for the Southey and Owlerton Area Regeneration Programme. Some 
of issues that we covered during these projects were justice, equality and fairness. Another major project I got 
involved in through NSYF was the UK Youth Parliament, I ran as a candidate for it and had to campaign within 
Sheffield sharing my views with young people to try and get elected. Successfully I was elected and represented 
Sheffield for a year. This really gave you an insight into how politics works and how much work is put into it. 

Eventually after finishing college and waiting to start university I was employed by Chilypep over the summer. 
So this time instead of being a young person I was an adult! To me though this wasn’t that much of a big deal 
as we’d always been encouraged to take the lead within meetings, how to deal with disagreements through 
discussion and compromising and to always make sure everyone is involved and not just left on the side. 
Therefore this time it was my turn to teach and guide a new group of young people to achieve what I had 
achieved. It was so rewarding to see people looking up to you and listening to the things you had to say, whilst 
thinking a few years ago that was me in that situation. I eventually went on to graduate from university with a 
First Class Honours degree and am now working with computers in a full time job. 

So overall, I have probably learnt every skill possibly needed to get me through life. Being involved in that many 
exciting and rewarding projects that I haven’t had enough room to list them all. It has boosted my confidence by 
100% , some of the friends I made I am still really good friends with, we are always saying can you remember 
when we did this with Chilypep and how good it was, it really is something to look back at and smile about. 



Coming 
full 
circle 
Gary Whiteley 

Eons ago in a time before Facebook, a time before YouTube and thankfully a time before Justin Bieber, 2002 to be 
precise I was asked if I wanted to do a youth work training course and me being me I jumped at the opportunity, 
boy I sure didn’t know what I was getting myself in to

The sessions were held at Colley youth and community centre and was run by young fresh faced youth worker 
by the name of Lesley Pollard. The sessions started and at the end of the course there was a residential and this 
included group activities including swimming, zip lining and team building. My main memories of the weekend 
was staying up most nights with a girl who I met named Helen and even though she was younger than me she 
took me under her wing and we are still friends to this day. We would spend the nights watching movies, South 
Park movie was our favorite, me Helen and Alison (who was one of the workers) would be in laughing fits and 
singing away to the songs.

As the weekend came to an end and as I sat on the bus with my qualification in my hands I contemplated what 
was next and, I dunno, maybe Lesley could sense this and I was asked by Lesley if would like to come volunteer 
at Remington at their youth club and, disco nights and I started soon after and wow, these sessions were wild.

My first impressions of Remington, well I was blown away, so big, and when I saw the DJ decks set up my face 
just lit up so I started on them and it wasn’t long at all till the staff saw my passion for DJ-ing so I would do I few 
hours on a Friday night. I have so many memories and not all of them I can tell here, a few memories are the girls 
doing their dance routines working in the tuck-shop and a young man putting flowers in Lesley’s exhaust pipe....
sorry Lesley! My time there came to a sudden and abrupt end but it was one of the memorable times of my life.

Fast forward to 2005 and I’m a project worker at the Burton Street Foundation where I met Fiona Mannion and she 
soon asked me if I would like to be a member of a new youth group, and so SOUL (Speak Out U Listen) was born. 
Based out of Maynell Youth Centre, being an advisory group, we would invite people and groups in to ask us our 
views and opinions of things that affected us in life, probably most famous was MP David Blunkett,

A vital part of our group was to get our point and views across in different ways including poetry, animation 
and drama and using different cultures to promote these. It was during this time the need for a second session 
was needed and I was asked to be a member of staff. We built a partnership with Chilypep which was based at 
Remington and run by Lesley, so the project I started volunteering at, a few years later I would be employed in. 
Fame was born and soon after that both groups was joined together and Soul and Fame was getting noticed not 
only locally but at a national level winning the Phillip Lawrence Award in London. I had 5 great years with them 
leaving in 2010 and since then I’ve done so much, DJ’d in front of 1500 people and working now with the Sheffield 
Steelers ice hockey team also worked with some amazing people and been all around the world.

I’m sure many people have amazing stories and memories about Chilypep and hopefully this book will share them 
all, sure my Chilypep story has ended but my story came around full circle
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Liam Whiteman 
My time at Chilypep and being involved in Young HealthWatch 
Hi my name is Liam, since starting volunteering at Young HealthWatch I have been involved with many things. 
To start with, we wanted to get an idea of how other young people’s HealthWatches worked so a group of us 
visited Leeds to visit their YouthWatch where we gained some valuable insight. We then had to decide on three 
key priorities which we felt were the most important health issues facing young people in Sheffield. From looking 
at current research we chose substance abuse, health inequalities and mental health to be our priorities for the 
coming year. As our work has progressed we have noticed that these areas are all closely linked to each other. 
We have also completed ‘enter and view’ training which allows us to enter any public health service to evaluate it. 
They are then obliged to send us some feedback about how they will make any changed we’ve recommended. As 
part of our training, we conducted a trial enter and view at the Children’s Hospital, which they found very useful. 
We have also been to the Houses of Parliament for a meeting with Sheffield Central MP Paul Blomfield where we 
raised questions surrounding our key priorities. In June, we helped run a HealthWatch stall at the Weston Park 
Fayre to collect young people’s views of healthcare in Sheffield.

My best memory would have to be our visit to London. It was really interesting to see the side of the Houses of 
Parliament which most people don’t get to see, where most of the day to day work takes place. I also thought we 
had a really productive discussion with Paul Blomfield about our priorities and how the government can help deal 
with them. We also got to visit the aquarium while down in London, which was a brilliant end to the day.

Young HealthWatch has given me a much better understanding of the way public health is organised in the UK 
and the way in which funding is allocated through Clinical Commissioning Groups etc. I have learned more about 
healthcare in Sheffield and some of the ways centres can be improved to maximise patient care and satisfaction. 
My time with Young HealthWatch has also been a lot of fun, we’ve had some really interesting discussions in the 
group and feel that we’ve all learned a lot about public healthcare in the UK.

I am about to start university in September and feel that this voluntary work played an important role in securing 
my place as I wrote about it in my personal statement. It has been really useful to get an in depth understanding 
of the makeup of British healthcare because I want to pursue a career in clinical psychology. 
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Harriet Wan Sayles
I first became involved with Chilypep when I was 12. To begin with I attended the NSYF (North Sheffield Youth 
Forum) meetings. This group gave young people a voice within their community and became an active young 
people’s forum. From here, I participated in the Training the Trainers course, Introduction to Youth Work training, 
Child Protection Awareness training,  a two day Every Child Matters event, Drug and Alcohol Education training, 
a personal development residential and Off the Record Peer Mentoring project. Another group I became involved 
with through Chilypep was SOUL (Speak Out U Listen), a group for young people with learning disabilities where 
I volunteered for a few years. Whilst at school, my two week work experience was spent at Chilypep helping out 
around the office and attending meetings.

Growing up, I have countless memories with Chilypep as a young person. Some of the best were: the day trip to 
Flamingo Land where everyone got soaked on the log flume; the fun days in local parks spent raising the awareness 
of Chilypep and the different groups to the community; spray painting the skate park on Cookson with the flat spot 
skaters; the numerous Halloween and Christmas parties held at Remington; the many residential weekends away, 
such as bike riding with SOUL at Center Parcs; meeting other groups of young people in Scotland; team building 
in Windermere and training at Wortley Hall; and most importantly been able to share all these experiences with 
other young people, making valued friendships were we would laugh so much it made our tummies hurt. 

Through being a young person at Chilypep I was able to learn, develop and use many life skills I still draw upon 
today. On a personal level, not only did the experiences enable me to develop and understand myself better as a 
person but more importantly they gave me an invaluable insight and appreciation of the needs of others. I learnt 
that it is the simple things in life, often which people take for granted, that can mean the most to other people, 
such as a friendly smile.  From the work done with Chilypep I gained a strong belief that whilst every person is an 
individual, everyone should have the same opportunities in life and be treated equally.  

More recently, I volunteered at Chilypep helping to set up the WAVE group, participating in training to raise 
awareness around domestic and sexual abuse and improve services. Last year I graduated in Psychology and 
Sociology from Sheffield Hallam University. 



LOOK
AT ME
NOW:
Siobhan

Confessions of a self-confessed moron:
I have been at Chilypep for a year now. Being here has made me more confident to express my opinion which 
has helped in so many aspects of my life. Also, being at Chilypep has drastically improved my presenting skills 
meaning that I am able to deliver presentations for my school work a lot more successfully. As for the future, how 
do we know there is one? Live for today!

One of my best memories with Chilypep was when myself, Laura and Shane went up to Cumbria to deliver a foyer 
session. The journey took four hours each way so it was really fun, cause it was like a little road trip. Annoying 
Shane by singing One Direction was the highlight though!

From being involved with Chilypep I have done so much training around things such as interviewing, campaigning, 
and learnt about how creative media can be used effectively to achieve a goal. This has helped me to do well in 
interviews as I know what interviewers are looking for and also I was able to successfully run a campaign with the 
National Citizen Service meaning we raised over £800. 

I am still with Chilypep now, I take part in STAMP but I also did my Year 12 work experience with Chilypep which 
was a great experience to learn about the workings of a charity and how volunteer sessions are run. 

Being with Chilypep has made me far more confident to express my opinion and be able to do it without challenging 
a person. I am also able to openly talk about more topics that previously I might have avoided so now I am also 
involved in running a mental health awareness group at my sixth form college to raise awareness within the school 
environment. Chilypep has helped me to become a far more extroverted person, so thanks guys!



LOOK
AT ME
NOW:
Sonam Nawaz
I joined Chilypep when I was 16. I took part in training courses such as Peer Research, Level 1 - Introduction to 
Youth Work, etc. I took part in these over two years whilst I was studying at college and then we started up our 
own project with Chilypep and got the chance to see that develop as I went on to university.

The best memories are taking part in activities such as go karting, bowling and general team building activities. 
But the memories that stuck out the most were the residential trips at the end of the courses. These were a 
great way in interacting with staff, getting through work and having a great time. It helped build confidence 
and enhance on skills that we already had. I managed to develop skills that help till this day. So it was a great 
experience and learning environment.

I managed to gain qualifications which helped get extra UCAS points for university and gained valuable skills 
which I was able to apply to work life or studying.

I stayed in youth work by continuing the youth work qualifications, and got my Level 2 and Level 3 in Youth Work 
as well as studying Law at university. I wanted to keep youth work on the side as I liked the projects that I was 
involved in and the staff that I had worked with. I always saw it as a challenge and fun environment. 
I am currently working as a youth worker for Ellesmere Youth Project working on a project to do with conflict 
within the Page Hall, Firth Park and Pitsmoor/Burngreave areas. 
Along with educational and career guidance/support received from the staff at Chilypep, I gained more out of the 
projects which helped with my personal development. I was able to become a leader and stretch my potential 
by working outside of my comfort zone.

Overall the opportunities that were given to me as a young person through Chilypep, I’m glad I convinced myself 
to take part and make the most of it, as that’s one of the factors what has shaped me into the person I am today.



Jargon Alert, nonsense being spoken! I’ll tell you what- we will do it our way, 
You empowered us … now we’ll have our say!

This is more like it- we will talk in rhyme, can’t stand it when people talk for tiiiiiiime,
VOYCE PG has been here for a year, 

We’ll tell you what we achieved and we want to hear a cheer!
We put in the bid and won the money,

We just want to say thanks to the big lottery,
 We designed the logo and in April launched the project,

 We worked with drama students and WOW what an effect. 
Some new young carers joined VOYCE … and they were quiet,

 But with training skills in May oh my days, they’re a riot!
The Include project… at the children’s society,

In June heard all about VOYCE’s notoriety,
They said we would love you to be national champions
To enable you to speak up and represent the millions,

We did it and one member put this to a minister, 
We think in schools young carers need a listener. 

In July we met Anwar the photographer, snap, snap!
He showed us how to photograph our lives, as a record, pap, pap!

We delivered a workshop to thirty Council professionals,
We said things need to change guys so they’re more successful,

They have since agreed to work together to look at support planning, 
So young carers get to have a say to help their families and their lives day to day,

We have our say in Sheffield and get young carers voices heard
We’ll ask tough questions and not be scared,

In August we got trained in Evaluation,
So in the future we can check youth services are acting on our information,

In September time we began our consultation…
Ok originally wanting to consult the nation …

But then we talked to our partners in communication, 
They said no (ha ha)

So we decided to concentrate on local views
 And over fifty young carers drew around hands and shoes,

They told us the good, they told us the bad, 
They gave us suggestions and some felt quite sad. 

We then went on a residential to increase our credentials… 
We had loads of fun and made lots of friends,
We had some fall outs, but we made amends,

We worked our backsides off on our qualifications, 
With a lot of hard work and a lot of patience,

We planned Year 2 of what we need to do, 
To listen to young carers feedback as something to pursue,

In October at Alton Towers the rides went pop,
They creaked, we screeched, and then they dropped!
They banged and boomed whilst monsters loomed,

The rides got faster and we thought we were doomed!
It was so much fun our work with VOYCE zooooooomed all the way to here…

See how hard was that Shauna and Chantelle!
Thank You



Liz Blain

LOOK
AT ME
NOW:

I got involved with Chilypep at the age of 14. I had heard of it through a friend who was already involved. They 
asked me to go with them to take part in a judging panel to distribute funds from the government to provide 
activities, team building retreats etc for groups of young people all over Sheffield.

I had never been involved in something like that but I’m so glad I went that day because that is when my story 
with Chilypep started.

After I had finished the judging panel I had made some brilliant friends and I had learnt so much already I didn’t 
want it to end there. That is when I joined Sheffield Youth Council. 

Sheffield Youth Council provided me with opportunities I wouldn’t have ever had normally. I loved being a part of 
something and also having the chance to be a voice for young people in Sheffield, to raise any issues we had or 
just speak up for things that need to change. Chilypep also gave me, and the other members of SYC the feeling 
and belief that we are important and we have a right to speak up, that young people have a lot of good ideas and 
important things to say.

Chilypep was also important for me personally as I have always struggled with self-confidence and believing in 
myself. I grew up with a brother who had Down-syndrome and was also ill with leukaemia, and he was in and 
out of hospital all my childhood. He sadly passed away at the age of 10 and this was a huge blow to me and my 
family. Since losing John life was completely different. I found it hard to believe that things turn out good in the 
end. For me Chilypep changed this, I became more confident in myself and the belief in life returned. I knew I 
actually had important things to say and that I could believe in myself. My confidence grew so much that I ran for 
election within SYC to become chair, when my fellow members voted for me to become chair, I was so touched 
and felt loved and appreciated. It gave me the confidence to chair all our private meetings but also be involved 
in big council meetings to represent young people in Sheffield. At the age of 16/17 and being Chair of Sheffield 
Youth Council was a big achievement and one I am still proud of to this day.

Sheffield Youth Council also meant a lot to me in terms of my brother John too, being able to provide funding to 
young people with learning difficulties was a great feeling. But also being able to be a possible voice for these 
young people too also meant a lot. Passing on issues they have and things that need to change for them. By being 
involved in this side of it I felt as though it was for my brother too. 

I am so proud to have been one of the original members of Sheffield Youth Council and if I could go back and do 
it all again I would! 

It gave me the confidence to follow my dreams to sing and that is what I am still doing now, I got my first 
professional singing job at 19 and I haven’t looked back since, I  have travelled all over the UK singing in different 
holiday parks but also worked away for a year and a half in France. I have learnt so much whilst working with 
Chilypep, I am so glad to have been a part of it. It helped me in more ways than I could have ever expected.

So for this thank you Chilypep! 



LOOK
AT ME
NOW:

Rachael Fiander
My journey with Chilypep began about 12 years ago when I became a young researcher with them on a project 
aimed at improving the North Sheffield area for young people. The way Chilypep worked with me, and the 
other young people on the project, made us feel like we were really could make a difference and that we were 
doing something worthwhile. They worked tirelessly to promote our cause with organisations that could make a 
difference and helped us to become confident enough to talk with these organisations as well as with the young 
people and communities we wanted to help.
 
From this initial project, we wanted to set up a youth forum for North Sheffield to continue working on issues 
that arose from the research and try to work towards improving the area, as young people in the research had 
suggested. Chilypep facilitated and supported our set-up and meetings and this group (NSYF-such a cool name!) 
ran for many years, doing various projects. Some of us became ‘peer mentors’ for the area, meeting with young 
people who wanted to discuss issues and problems with someone their age. My time with this group really helped 
me to be the person I am today. Chilypep empowered us to take control of our forum, sharing leadership roles, 
and this helped develop our self-esteem and confidence, as well as vital other skills for future work, such as 
organisational skills and working in a team. The opportunities to work with and present to adults, as well as young 
people, further developed our communication skills and confidence. 

As well as all the hard work though, we also had lots of fun! Some of my favourite memories are the residential 
trips we had for team building and training. I’ll always remember the fund-raising bike ride we did too - mostly 
because of the comic falls, since I couldn’t ride a bike properly (I knew I’d struggle but Chilypep makes you believe 
you can do anything-and we all completed it!). The best memory though, was the opportunity to travel to Madrid 
and ask young people there what issues were like for them-Chilypep even managed to organise Spanish lessons 
for our preparation and I still use that Spanish now! I never would have got that opportunity without Chilypep. 
When I look back now, I can’t believe how much we did and all the opportunities being part of Chilypep gave us. 

When I turned 18, I began some short-term employment for Chilypep, working with the youth forum and its new 
members. I then worked on other projects as an employee of Chilypep, encouraging young people in different 
groups to discuss issues important to them and their areas and to work on trying to solve or improve these 
together. Working within the adult team at Chilypep became second-nature, since they had already worked with 
me as a young person and empowered me to take a lead then.

There is a spirit and ethos at Chilypep that really puts young people at the top - nobody who works there just does 
it for a job, they really care about young people and are willing to put in the most effort to ensure young people 
are engaged, empowered and happy. The life and work experiences that Chilypep have given me have been 
invaluable. As well as a positive impact on my personal, social and moral development, the time spent there has 
also helped me to secure places at universities and future employment positions more easily. I currently work as 
a primary school teacher and I use skills I honed with Chilypep every day to benefit my class and teaching. I hope 
Chilypep continues to be this valuable for the others they work with now. Long live Chilypep!



Sofia Wan Sayles

LOOK
AT ME
NOW:

Well after 20 years of dedicated service to Yorkshire Electricity (for those of you are older enough to remember the 
place on the Parkway) I began work at the Youth Empowerment Project (YEP) at Remington Youth and Community 
Centre on Wordsworth Avenue. From working for a large, public sector organisation, downsizing to a three person 
voluntary sector, community project was an opportunity that will stay with me forever.  I had finally found my niche 
working with young people, whose thoughts and ideas were acted upon as part of the community regeneration 
programme within Sheffield 5.  

Working with Lesley Pollard and Becky, two people who saw the world from a similar perspective as I did, meant 
we were a team from the outset!  From working in that tiny, tired office upstairs where even the mice joined us 
for a warm, to Becky’s car being blown so forcefully by the wind, it ended up in a field some 100 yards away! On 
occasion we would have to call the police as young, disaffected youths would be running up and down above us, 
on the roof and hurling abuse as we cared for their well-being and safety.  

Subsequently, the Project went from strength to strength, re-established as the Children and Young People’s 
Empowerment Project (Chilypep), as it is known today, and as a charitable status in its own right. One thing that 
still makes me proud is that Harriet, my eldest daughter now 24, is the orange female on the letterhead! Both my 
girls benefitted and developed as young people through participating with the project, Lesley and co-workers 
supported me through difficult times when parenting teenagers was tough to say the least.

For me, Chilypep was one of the pinnacles of my working life.  As the Project Administrator, and later the Project 
Finance Administrator, I was encouraged by Lesley to undertake all the training courses that the Project Workers 
undertook: Domestic Abuse Awareness, Drugs and Alcohol Awareness (NSDAP) level 2, working with Sheffield 
Futures, North Sheffield Drugs and Alcohol Project, Healthy Cross, Remington Youth and Community Centre, 
Burton Street, SOAR and many community projects within Parson Cross and Sheffield 5 such as the ‘LIDL Lads’!

So where did this all lead?

Many young, male school leavers would often wander into the office, having left school without any substantial 
qualifications, a job or a place at college, feeling dejected. They were classed as a ‘NEET’ (Not in Employment, 
Education or Training) and found it hard to find their way after school life. 

Horrified that this should be happening too frequently within the community, I made the decision to leave Chilypep 
and work in school. My objective was to work with the disaffected Year 11s, ensuring that they had a focus and 
direction at transition thus not becoming a NEET.

Lesley fully backed my decision as ever, four years later I began work in one of the local community secondary 
schools as a Cover Supervisor. Since 2006, I have achieved Higher Level Teaching Assistant status, undertaken 
numerous successful GCSE interventions and acted as an Unqualified Teacher, for Years 7 to 11 within the English 
Department. Whilst working fulltime, I undertook a part time FdA and BA Honours degree in Education and 
Learning Support, which was established following the implementation of the ‘Every Child Matters’ agenda in 
2003, whilst I worked at Chilypep. Chilypep will always be at the heart of my work in school.  Finally by Christmas 
this year, I will have achieved full qualified Teacher Status through my dedication to study and young people.



LOOK
AT ME
NOW:
Harriett Noon

When I first started at Chilypep at a group named VOYCE I was nervous, shy and quiet… that didn’t last very 
long I became more and more comfortable each session because of how welcoming everyone was… I was being 
bullied at the time at school and with my caring roles on top I didn’t have much time to myself and I didn’t have 
much confidence either, when I met all these smart, confident, loud people I soon realized I didn’t have to hide 
away or try to be something I wasn’t. I could be me and they would listen and care about my ideas and opinions.

I made lots of friends at VOYCE… there were some arguments and issues but what family doesn’t have them… 
that’s what they are to me, like a second family, my friends and a distraction from reality sometimes when I need 
it. We’ve all had some good times, from residentials to day trips to just sitting in a tiny room discussing our ideas 
every Thursday for two hours… they make me laugh they make me happy… they make me proud to know such a 
wonderful group of people who do some wonderful things. I haven’t been there since the very beginning but I’ve 
been there two years now since September 2013 and I do not regret joining at all.

I now have more confidence, more motivation and I am happy of what I’ve achieved and what we’ve all achieved, I 
so am grateful to be able to call these people my friends and so happy to be able to thank Chilypep for the chance 
to be a part of something this amazing and all the opportunity’s they have given me… so thank you to everyone 
at Chilypep and all the friends I made along the way.

“I now have more confidence, 
more motivation and I am 

happy with what I’ve achieved” 



Robyn

LOOK AT 
ME NOW:
If my life were a book I would title it: 

‘The monsters inside: memoirs of a self-destructive survivor’ 
I have been involved with STAMP and Chilypep for about eighteen months and both have massively helped me 
become the person I am today through building my confidence, ability to speak up in public settings, having a 
sense of belonging and ability to make a difference.

Through Chilypep I have genuine friendships, great ongoing support, confidence, a greater ability to make my 
voice heard when necessary and a sense of belonging and valued participation. 

My best memories are fun times we have had in sessions and the amount of times I have felt really down but 
come away feeling much brighter and laughing.

I don’t have any concrete plans for the future but I have ambitions to become a mental health support worker 
with vulnerable children and young adults.

Shane

LOOK AT 
ME NOW:
If my life were a book I would title it: 

‘Changes: shape shifters’
I have been involved in STAMP and Chilypep for one year now. I have grown as a person and gained more 
confidence.

Through being involved with Chilypep and STAMP I have got many training opportunities and I have I have got a 
university place as a result of the work I have done with Chilypep. 

My best memory was at an event we did with health professionals in Sheffield. During this event I got praise from 
people in CAMHS, which is where I wish to be working in the future. 

In the future I hope to work in child psychology or at least be progressing towards it.



Fran 

LOOK AT 
ME NOW:
If my life were a book I would title it:

‘it’s not an easy job being the queen of the pixies’
I have been involved in STAMP and Chilypep for around three to four years. I think Chilypep has helped me have 
more confidence in my own ability and make me see there is more to life than getting high.  Through Chilypep I 
have taken part in all sorts of training, met loads of different people, gained a good structure and routine to my 
life and also gained the confidence to do other opportunities. 

I think my best memories of STAMP are when I’ve felt really down and everything is too much but coming to 
STAMP just seemed so lovely and safe. 

My plans for the future are to stay well, get a new flat and a job.

Becky 

LOOK AT 
ME NOW:
If my life were a book I would title it: 

‘an old shoe and a used tampon, the chronicles of a boss 
ass bitch’
I have been involved with Chilypep, Young Healthwatch and STAMP for nine months. The projects have filled 
me with confidence and I met my boyfriend through STAMP. Chilypep has given my life meaning and the weekly 
STAMP sessions give me something to look forward too. 

My best memory is being involved in the fixers filming day, especially the chippy lunch.

I have gained a joyous relationship, spades of confidence, wonderful friendships and so many fulfilling 
experiences. 

My plans for the future include becoming a full time kick ass mental health campaigner!



I was involved with a group called STAMP which aimed to ‘Stamp Out 
Stigma’ when it came to young people with mental health and the stigma 
that came along with that. STAMP was a very good experience for me as 
it showed me that it’s okay to talk about what you actually feel and that 
you shouldn’t be judged or critiqued based upon your feelings. It also 
helped me understand the extent of the issues surround mental health for 
younger people. 

What is your best memory?

My best memory being involved with STAMP is when we had the chance to go to London and pitch STAMP 
to other organisations with Time to Change. This helped me gain confidence with talking to people and made 
me start to feel like we were making a difference. 

What did you get out of being involved with us?

From being involved with Chilypep/STAMP, I gained a lot of confidence and knowledge. I also feel so much 
better as a person, as Chilypep workers such as Laura and Chantelle made me see that just because society 
portrays mental health as a issue, it doesn’t mean that it is. 

What are you doing now?

Well currently I am working in an office for the summer creating contracts and assisting in accounts based 
work. Then after the summer is over, I will be returning to The University of Chester to do my second year of an 
LLB in Law with Criminology. I thoroughly enjoyed my first year and I don’t think I would’ve got the confidence 
I had to apply and move away for uni, if it wasn’t for the help of Chilypep. I truly believe this organisation makes 
a difference to young people.

LOOK
AT ME
NOW:

Chelsea Wall



LOOK
AT ME
NOW:
Emma Hinchliffe 
My journey first began with Chilypep as a shy and quiet 16 year old girl, who had been referred by SHINE Health 
Academy to be part of the Youth Opportunity Fund grants panel, after being successful in gaining grants from 
the pot previously for SHINE. Looking back now, I found the first meeting quite scary as it was a big group, 
and I didn’t know many people but the interactive nature of the information session ignited inside me a passion 
of wanting to make a difference and enthused me to get involved. At this point, I was also studying Maths at 
A Level, so I saw it as a great opportunity. As part of the grants process, we had the opportunity to attend 
residentials, which I feel really helped boost my confidence and further develop skills such as working as a team 
and public speaking. One of the most memorable moments of being part of the YOF panel, was running the 
Yell YOF Bonanza, which was a celebration event bringing some of the funded projects together, as it is great 
to see how the decisions we were involved in making made a massive difference to the lives of many other 
young people throughout the city. From this, my passion to make a difference to the lives of other young people 
had been ignited and from this moment grew stronger. Little did I know at that time that this would be the first 
stepping stone in my chosen career path. 

Chilypep then continued to provide support to a group of us to establish the first Youth Council for Sheffield, 
to help ensure that young people could have an active voice on a citywide level. This provided me with many 
opportunities to engage with key decision makers in the city and to influence change for the better. One of the 
biggest projects they supported us to develop was when we decided we wanted to prioritise bullying as this was 
a key issue across the city. Chilypep provided us with ongoing support to engage with the 0-19+ Partnership 
Board to work on this issue and we ran a drama competition and created a DVD of resources for schools around 
anti-bullying which we then went on to win a Diana Award for. All this helped me greatly in terms of being able 
to communicate on a variety of levels and also to develop the appropriate level of professionalism depending on 
who I was working with and what project I was working on.

For me, the best bit about engaging with Chilypep was that whilst they played to your strengths, they also 
supported and encouraged you to push yourself out of your comfort zone and to do things you wouldn’t have 
thought of doing before. This I feel not only helped me develop as a young person, but also stood me in good 
stead to begin my career in Youth Work, and the youth workers at Chilypep soon became my role models who 
I looked up to and inspired to be like. They not only provided me with support and development in terms of 
engaging in group work, but they also continued to provide me with personal support to help me to develop as 
an individual and to decide which career path I would like to take.



Chilypep then gave me the opportunity to begin voluntary work with them in helping them to establish the Care 
Experienced council for the city, which I was really grateful for. This gave me a real flavour of what working as a 
participation worker would involve, as previously I had only seen it form a young persons perspective and this 
further ignited my passion of wanting to become a youth worker. For me, being part of that journey with the 
young people involved and seeing them grow and develop as individuals made me proud to be part of it. By this 
point, I had begun studying for a degree in Mathematics at Sheffield University, however I was doubting whether 
this was something I wanted to continue pursuing, although I was working hard. At times when I felt like giving 
up, Chilypep were there to help me through and keep me focused on why I wanted to do the degree in the first 
place, they helped me to keep focus on what I wanted to do in life rather than what other people wanted me to 
do. 

During my degree, the opportunity arose to apply for a part time position at Chilypep as an assistant participation 
worker, and after interviews with both staff and young people, I was successful in gaining one of the positions 
which for me was a major stepping stone in terms of my career. During my time as an assistant participation 
worker I worked with a variety of groups to ensure that their voice were heard on decisions that affect their 
lives within the city including young people with disabilities, BME young people and young carers. Due to the 
support and encouragement I had received from Chilypep, I them went on to complete my Level 3 Youth Work 
course and applied to university to complete my Graduate Diploma in Youth Work, none of which I would have 
contemplated doing if it wasn’t for the experiences and skills I had gained from my involvement with Chilypep.
 

Throughout this time I continued to have a keen interest in health and wellbeing related issues and as a young 
person, supported Chilypep and other partners in the application process for the Right Here Funding, which I 
was happy we were successfully awarded. I then became part of the Young People’s Advisory group for Right 
Here in Sheffield and later joined the National Youth Panel to advocate, campaign and work for changes in 
mental health support for young people aged 16 to 25, developing resources to begin conversations around 
mental health and working to reduce the stigma surrounding it. This further fuelled my passion to not only 
effect changes locally but also regionally and nationally too. On a personal level, being involved in the Right 
Here project helped me to gain a greater understanding of different mental illnesses and how these impact on 
people’s lives, and as someone in my close family suffered from depression it helped me to understand the 
illness more and what I could do to help. 

In 2011 after completing my Level 3 Youth work course, I became an employee of Sheffield Futures working as 
a young peoples involvement worker, supporting the work of the Youth Cabinet and wider involvement groups 
to continue to ensure young people have an active voice on a local, regional and national level. I am still working 
there to this day with a vision for a long term career in this field.

The skills, knowledge and abilities I have gained from being part of Chilypep will always be a part of me, and 
the memories I have I will never forget. My involvement in Chilypep has no doubt changed my life and shaped 
my future career, and for this I am eternally grateful. Thank you for everything and I hope that I have made some 
long term colleagues and friends. 

My involement in Chilypep  

has changed my life and 

shaped my future career

“
“



LOOK
AT ME
NOW:
Anna Spencer

I had the pleasure of working as part of the Chilypep team for nine wonderful years! Over that time I was 
privileged to work with so many amazing Young People and the best team mates I could hope for. I’d say there 
is something very special about the Chilypep team that I’ve never known in any other workplace, the shared 
passion for giving young people a voice that drives us all, the sense of community and looking after each other 
whilst also having so much fun that at times it makes you question – is this a real job!!!

Underneath all the fun bits there was also the knowledge that the work we were doing makes a very real 
difference to the young people involved in that project and the wider community. The sense of pride that 
comes from being involved in this stays with me to this day. 

I know that being part of Chilypep helped me develop my own sense of self, the values that I hold true and 
helped me with the choices I make now. Being a mum of two young girls it can be challenging to always 
employ a participative attitude and if I’m honest, at teeth time it doesn’t happen! On the whole though, I try and 
involve my girls in decisions, give them options and discuss reasoning behind my decisions. I didn’t realize 
whilst working for Chilypep that I would go onto use the skills I learnt in so many areas of my life, but I do! 

My role at Chilypep definitely helped me get my current job as Safeguarding Coordinator in a College, it gave 
me the foundations and experience needed and I use the knowledge gained everyday.

It’s really difficult to choose just the one best memory, in fact it’s impossible but I’ll share a few…

I’ve been lucky enough to get feedback from some of the young people I have worked with for longer periods 
of time and being told by individuals that you as a worker and a person have changed somebody else’s life 
for the better through the support and belief you gave them – it gives you that warm fuzzy feeling inside that 
is hard to beat. 

Going on residentials  and getting to spend quality time with the groups I worked with were always special 
times. It was also amusing seeing the creative ways they tried to come up with to sneak into each others 
rooms but luckily we were always one step ahead!

The feeling I got when a project is complete and I knew that young people will benefit from that in so many 
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ways, like the skate park in Cookson Park, the board game with STAMP around Mental Health awareness 
raising and the peer research projects.

I remember going into a local school and being quizzed about how we got a particular young person to 
sit and contribute to weekly meetings and gain ASDAN accreditation when they had no interest in school. 
It always made me think about how we gave young people opportunities that they otherwise wouldn’t 
have had.

When a young person comes to you in confidence with at times difficult issues. Knowing that you have 
gained their trust and built a positive relationship so much so that they turn to you for support is both 
challenging and rewarding.

Having the opportunity to work with other fantastic professionals and always being supported to learn 
and develop my own skill set then share that with others. 

Lovely team lunches and lots and lots of laughs! 

I think working for a manager who believes in and supports all her staff and sets the tone for a working 
environment that you want to be part of is something I will always remember. Someone who doesn’t 
try to be but who is a role model, an inspiration, the heart of Chilypep and sets the high standards for a 
fantastic organisation.

Thanks Chilypep for an incredible nine years!

ANNA SPENCER
Project Coordinator 2003—2012



Chilypep (formerly the Youth Empowerment Project) was established in North Sheffield in 2000 as part of the 
regeneration programme for Southey and Owlerton. It was part of North East Sheffield Trust, SPELL North 

East and The Healthy Cross Community Project, before becoming an independent organisation in 2005 and a 
registered Charity in 2006, changing the name to Children and Young People’s Empowerment Project. 

We have grown from a tiny project to a nationally recognised organisation, having developed models of good 
practice in youth empowerment and social action work that have enabled young people to influence national 
and local policy and services, and be instrumental in bringing about changes that improve the lives of other 
young people. We have developed a range of training programmes that have helped young people to run 

their own projects including: Peer Mentoring; Peer Research; Young Commissioners and Campaigning and 
Representation. 

Over the last fifteen years Chilypep has helped thousands of children and young people to get involved in their 
local community and have their voices heard about the issues that affect them.  We worked with young people 
to develop the first Sheffield Youth Council, and ran the Sheffield Youth Opportunity Fund Young People’s Grant 

Panel, distributing over £600,000 to young people to run their own projects and activities. We have set up 
area based youth forums, school councils, area wide youth parliaments, and a range of groups that support 

young people to raise issues for disadvantaged young people such as those with disabilities, mental health and 
emotional wellbeing support needs, from black and ethnic minority communities, lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender young people, refugee and asylum seekers, care experienced young people, young carers, and 

young women. Our open door policy means that young people are free to engage in the project for as long as 
they wish, and leave and return as their circumstances dictate. This has meant that many young people have 

taken part in a wide range of projects over many years.

We have also had a wealth of volunteers, both within the projects and as part of our Board of Trustees, and 
employed forty eight members of staff, twenty five of which were young people under 25. 

Chilypep.org.uk



For more information, or to keep in touch with Chilypep:

11 Southey Hill
Sheffield S5 8BB

0114 234 8846
info@chilypep.org.uk

 

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube – all @Chilypep
 

To support our work go to http://tinyurl.com/chilypep
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